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How the workshop will run
Vote with your stickers!
6:00 pm
What are your concerns, hopes, and priorities for Cambridge? On the boards
are some of the key planning topics we’re looking at. Use the stickers included
here to “vote” on what you most want to discuss. If there is something else you
want to talk about tonight, write it on the “Is there another topic you want to talk
about?” board! The topics with the most “votes” will be the focus of our discussion groups.

Welcome and Overview
6:10 pm
A quick welcome from the Envision
Cambridge team and an overview of the
workshop process.

Topic-focused Discussion Groups
6:30 pm
There will be two sessions, each 30 minutes.
Discussion questions:
{{ What do you hope the plan will address?
{{ What about this subject is most important for the planning team to know?
{{ What resources or individuals should the team be aware of on this topic?

Reconvene and Share Ideas
7:30 pm
Each small group will share a couple of key points from
their discussion. Please pick your most important points!
Is it hard to summarize your discussion? Don’t worry, there
are scribes taking notes throughout the conversation.

Adjourn
8:00 pm

What we will do with the
information we hear from you today
A summary from the public workshops will be
posted online in April. The Envision Cambridge
team will read through all the notes, including
comments submitted online and collected by our
street teams, and come back in a few months to
tell you what we’ve learned from you.
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